Description
The Research Methods and Ethics course (RME) introduces students to the conceptual and practical tools for gathering primary data and the knowledge and skills that are essential to forming constructive relationships with organizations and/or individuals, which are necessary for completing an academic project in the cultural context of Argentina. In particular, the course enhances students’ skills at building rapport; initiating purposeful dialogue in the cultural context of Argentina; gathering, recording, and analyzing primary data; and writing a scholarly academic report. The course also pays attention to US higher education ethical considerations that guide primary data collection and how these could be translated within the local cultural context of Argentina and the program’s Critical Global Issue focus, Peace | Human Rights | Social Movements. Broadly, the course introduces students to both qualitative and quantitative approaches of social science field research.

The main emphasis of the course is on the development of empirical tools and ethics of interactive research skills involving the collection of primary data. The course includes lectures on qualitative methods of research in social sciences and in particular Social Movements and Human Rights, development of a research proposal or internship proposal, and preparation of an application for review of research with human subjects. All students will participate in an overview of research design and methodological approaches to program themes. Ethical considerations related to conducting research or completing an internship will be discussed. The overall aim is to help students hone their experience-based learning processes and prepare them for the development of an Independent Study Project (ISP), which is largely based on the data gathered from primary sources, or an internship at a local organization.

Learning Outcomes
The Research Methods and Ethics course comprises 45 hours. Upon completion of the course, students will be able to:

- Show an acute sense of positionality and perspective and operate independently, using cultural sensitivity, language skills, and local networks of trust built over the course of the semester;
- Demonstrate awareness of appropriate methods and ethics used in field research in the critical global issue of Social Movements and Human Rights OR demonstrate awareness of the ethics of internship in the context of Argentina;
• Analyze and process primary data gathered in the field and draw valid and ethical interpretations and conclusions;
• Produce an Independent Study Project proposal or an Internship Workplan that is in strict observance of ethical academic standards and local values.

Language of Instruction
This course is taught in Spanish and students will be exposed to vocabulary related to course content through in-country expert lectures and field visits to a wide range of venues and regional locales.

Course Schedule

*Please be aware that topics and excursions may vary to take advantage of any emerging events, to accommodate changes in our lecturers’ availability, and to respect any changes that would affect student safety. Students will be notified if this occurs.

NOTE:

Besides the required readings for each class, students must read the following texts, related to ethics. These texts will be discussed throughout the seminar and students will be expected to use them in order to prepare their field excursions presentations.


Module 1: Experiential Learning and Positionality in Field-Based Research

This introductory module is designed to introduce students to field-based research in a study abroad context. Students learn how to relate to local communities and individuals. Most particularly, this module allows students to discover the power of experiential learning and use it as a tool to connect to local communities and individuals and develop into reflexive researchers who are attentive to their own positionality in relation to the local communities in which they engage for their research or internship.

Session 1. Orientation. Learning in Argentina: Experiential learning, Cultural learning, adaptation and academic expectations. RM&E role.

Ana Laura Lobo and Gabriel Noel

Experiential Learning Discussion of experiential learning, cultural learning and adaptation. What does it mean to learn and study in a new culture and environment? We will discuss academic and student expectations under the experiential learning model, discuss doubts and answer questions about learning in an Argentine classroom; differences/similarities. We will look at group dynamics and discuss group norms while analyzing hypothetical situations as a group.

Doing Field-Based Research in a Study Abroad Context. Experiential methods. Presentation of the basics of RM&E Seminar and the importance of cultural observation. Discuss the importance of and how to maintain a field journal. Introduction to DIE method of observation. We will also deliver RM&E schedule and syllabus for your reading.
Description of the basic aspects of ISP and internship: objectives, processes, requirements, expectations, timeframes and check list of your duties during the ISP period.

Ethics: Homestay as a cultural experience site of learning.
Positionality and Outsider/Insider Research.

Due date: _____ not later than 11:00 AM, deliver your field journal’s entries (you can scan and upload your entries to Moodle).

Required Readings:
- “Introducción” y “¿Para qué investigar?” in Research Methods and Ethics Handbook. SIT- Fundación World Learning Argentina.

Session 2. Understanding the host culture: Prepare yourself for the ISP/ internship experience
Ana Laura Lobo and Gabriel Noel

First part: Discuss first impressions about daily life in Buenos Aires and cultural repertoires. Review DIE method of observation and importance of field journaling during the semester. We will use the assignment to reflect about cultural norms, positionality, experiential learning, methods, and challenges.

Setting the stage: We will examine work-based norms and practices related to conducting research/internship in Argentina, specially focusing on NGOs and social movements.

Second part:
ISP track: General expectations about ISP. Share possible ISP themes and interests. Introduction to the process of designing an ISP proposal. Details about exercises as progressive tasks to complete your ISP proposal.

Internship track: General expectations about the Internship. Internship as a learning opportunity. Share possible internship themes, interests and organizations. Introduction to the process of place an internship site. Details about exercises as progressive tasks to complete your internship proposal.

Exercise 2: Take some time to review RM&E syllabus, chronogram, handbook, guide of exercises and ISP syllabus / Internship handbook.

Required Readings:
- Chapters 1, 2 and 7 of in Research Methods and Ethics Handbook. SIT- Fundación World Learning Argentina.
- ISP track:
Internship track:


Recommended readings:


Module 2: Research Methods and Ethics in Peace | Human Rights | Social Movements

This module focuses on the tools and methods required for conducting quantitative and/or qualitative field research in observance of the ethics and value

**Session 3 (ISP track) Introduction to qualitative social research and the research problem**

*Gabriel Noel and Paula Boniolo*

The importance of a research question in ISP. From questions to research problems. General design of qualitative social research (themes, questions, general and specific objectives).

Introduction to the main characteristics of qualitative research. Different designs in qualitative research. Defining research themes and research questions.

Ethical considerations related to social research: reflect on the limits of research, fieldwork and different solutions to face these problems.

**Exercise 3:** In class debrief in detail exercise 3. Analyze an ISP proposal.

Due date: ____ before 12:00 AM

**Required Readings:**

Session 3 (Internship track). The importance of an intervention question in internships.
Ana Laura Lobo and Brenda Pereyra

Internships as participatory research action. Reflexive practicum. Introduction to workplan. Social organizations in Argentina: working in an international context. The application process.

Exercise 3: In class debrief in detail exercise 3. Analyze an internship workplan.
Due date: _____ before 12:00 AM

Required readings:
- Cap.6 Research Methods and Ethics Handbook. SIT- Fundación World Learning Argentina.
- Internship Handbook.

Session 4 (ISP track). The research process: From questions to research problems.
Gabriel Noel and Paula Boniolo

The role of theory and method in the construction of the object of study. Exploratory tasks (visits, exploratory interviews and bibliographical review). The theoretical framework and its relationship to the research problem in different research designs. From your experience at Ex ESMA, we will focus on the state of the art: critical review of accumulated knowledge. Introduction to bibliographical review and elaboration of the theoretical framework.

Exercise 4: Bibliographical selection and analysis of ISP report (available on Moodle).
Due date: _____ no later than 9:00 PM.

Exercise 5: Bring to session 4 your observations and fields notes of your visit to EX ESMA.

Required Readings:
Session 4 (Internship track). The exploratory phase

Ana Laura Lobo and Brenda Pereyra

From your experience in EX ESMA we will introduce the description of institutions and we will prepare yourself for your first visit to the host organization. How to develop a contextual reference framework. Bibliographical review and first observations.

Exercise 4: Analyze what you can find on the web about your possible host organization. Bibliographical selection and analysis of ISP/INT report (available on Moodle) related to your field/organization of interest.

Due date: ____ no later than 9:00 PM.

Exercise 5: Bring to session 4 your observations and fields notes of your visit to EX ESMA.

Required Readings:

- “Caps. 1, 2 y 3” in Research Methods and Ethics Handbook. SIT- Fundación World Learning Argentina.
- Internship Handbook

Recommended Readings:


Session 5 (ISP track). Workshop.

Gabriel Noel and Paula Boniolo

Introduction to exercise 6 (I to IV). During class students will start working on 6 (I and II).

Exercise 6 (I and II)

6.I. Write a paragraph with two or three ideas about your field of interest, topics and possible questions. Identify, select and create a list of 5 papers. Identify and contact experts in the area, schedule an interview.

6.II. Bibliography card. Identify central theories and concepts. Then, rehearse a research question and a general objective.

6.I and 6.II Due date: ____

6.III and 6.IV Due date: _____ before 10 PM.
Session 5. (internship track). Workshop.

Ana Laura Lobo and Brenda Pereyra

Introduction to exercise 6 (I to IV). During class students will start working on 6 (I and II).

Exercise 6 (I and II)

6.I Write a paragraph with two or three ideas about your field of interest. Develop your CV in Spanish. Write a cover letter to the host institution.

Do a brief description of your possible host organization. Questions and doubts about the organization.

Identify, select and create a list of 5 papers related to your organization/field of interest.

Identify and contact referents of your possible institution. Schedule a first visit to the institution to do an exploratory interview during the first week of October.

6.II Bibliography card. Identify central theories and concepts. Then, rehearse a research question and a general objective.

6.I and 6.II Due date: _____.

6.III and 6.IV Due date: _____ before 10 PM.

Session 6. From the What of the Study to How to conduct a research. Focus on in depth interviews and observation.

Ana Laura Lobo, Paula Boniolo and Gabriel Noel

Research design. Data gathering techniques: The use of the interview and observation in qualitative research. Characteristics, stages, format. Constructing interview questions. The role of research objectives and concepts in interview and interview questions. The importance of questions. Entering the field.

Ethical and cultural sensitivity in the process of interviewing, observing and entering the field.

Exercise 6 (III and IV)

Due date: _____ before 10 PM.

Exercise 7 (I): In class, we will create a guide of questions and an observation guide to apply in an interview with a gatekeeper/key informant.

Required Readings:

- Cap. 4 of Research Methods and Ethics Handbook. SIT- Fundación World Learning Argentina.
Recommended Readings:


Session 7 (ISP track). Qualitative analysis: Codification of primary data.

Gabriel Noel and Paula Boniolo

In this session we will have our first introduction to codification of primary data. Next, we will go deeper into codification techniques.

Exercise 7 (II): Before class, read critically, in depth interviews (available on Moodle)
Due date: ____ before 9:00 AM
Exercise 7 (III): In class we will code interviews.

Required Readings

- Cap. 5 of Research Methods and Ethics Handbook. SIT-Fundación World Learning Argentina.

Recommended Readings:

- Taylor, Steven and Bogdan, Robert; (1986) "El trabajo con datos. Análisis de los datos en la investigación cualitativa" en Introducción a los métodos cualitativos de investigación, Pgs. 152- 176.

Session 7 (Internship track). Analysis and reflection about exploratory tasks.

Ana Laura Lobo and Brenda Pereyra

In class we will analyze your experience of the first interview and visit to the organization, to develop your workplan and draft of learning agreement.

Module 3: Project Proposal Development

Based on learning and engagement in the preceding course modules, this module focuses on ISP and internship proposal development and guiding students through the development of the Human Subjects Review (HSR) application for review by the Local Review Board (LRB). This critical phase in the course involves both large student group meetings and individual student meetings with the academic director and the ISP advisor or internship supervisor.
**Session 8 (ISP track). Designing proposals.**

*Gabriel Noel and Paula Boniolo*

Review, discuss, define and reflect. Elements of the proposal. How to order the research/internship proposal. Students will discuss their ISP ideas in small groups.

During class we will review and discuss rubrics and the field journal.

**Presentation of Exercise 8** first draft of ISP/internship proposal. During class students will start working on it.

**Due date:** _____ before 10 PM.

**Required Reading:**


**Recommended Readings:**


**Session 8 (Internship track). Designing workplan and learning agreement.**

*Ana Laura Lobo and Brenda Pereyra*

Review, discuss, define and reflect. Elements of the proposal. How to order the internship workplan. Students will discuss their workplan and learning agreement drafts and ideas in small groups.

During class we will review and discuss rubrics and the field journal.

**Presentation of Exercise 8** first draft of workplan and learning agreement. During class students will start working on it.

**Set a second visit and interview to the host organization for the week of _______.**

**Due date:** _______ before 10 PM.

**Required Reading:**


**During the trip to the South:** Students can ask for group or individual interviews with the AD to discuss ideas about ISP/internship projects.
Session 9. Academic interviews  
*Ana Laura Lobo, Brenda Pereyra, Eliana Ferradás and Paula Boniolo*  
In individual interviews, we will discuss your proposals.

Exercise 8: Deliver your first draft of ISP proposal / Internship workplan  
Due date: _____ Before 10.00 PM.

Session 10. Proposal development Writing up report and the field journal.
Introduction to IRB Forms  
*Ana Laura Lobo y María Eugenia Díaz*  
We will present the ideal structure of your ISP and challenges in writing it. We will also talk about the ethics of publishing and communicating results. We will explain how to keep a work journal throughout your ISP.  
Simultaneously, in smalls group, students will review IRB forms.

Session 11. Academic interviews.  
*Ana Laura Lobo and Paula Boniolo*  
Set up an interview with teachers to talk about your ISP.  
Students will have interviews to discuss their proposals. These interviews are optional but if professors think they need to chat with you, you must assist.

Exercise 9: Deliver your second draft of ISP Proposal (optional) and IRB forms (mandatory for ISP and INT track). Due date: _____ Before 10.00 PM.

Session 12. Academic interviews.  
*Ana Laura Lobo, Gabriel Noel and Paula Boniolo*  
Set up an interview with teachers to talk about your ISP.  
Students will have interviews to discuss their proposals. These interviews are optional but if professors think they need to chat with you, you must assist.

Exercise 10: Hand in final ISP Proposal/INT workplan. Due date: _____ before 10:00 PM

Evaluation and Grading Criteria
Timely completion of all assignments is expected. Late hand-ins will be penalized by 0.5 points a day. We will not receive assignments a week after the due date. All assignments are evaluated according to organization, analytical quality, and depth of understanding, argument and presentation of evidence.

Description of Assignments

1. Presentations of visits:
Students will present orally, the experiences lived during field excursions. An “A” will be given to students that follow instructions, relate the experience with the classes’ content and achieve a reflective perspective.

2. General exercises and field journal entries:
Students will be assigned analysis exercises related to cultural observation, skill exercises, data gathering techniques, analysis, etc.
An “A” is the work that responds to all the questions given in an analytical perspective and which students have applied all the concepts given in class.
Field journal entries: An “A” will be given to fields journal that are complete, applies DIG methods, make reflections, includes the assignment assigned during the trip to the South, and relates theoretic and methodology reflections with observation.

3. Exercises related to research/internship proposal:
Students will hand in a proposal for a field of study and/or a theme, a proposal of a question or research problem, drafts and a final research proposal. The grade will take into account the final product but also the drafts and the interest the student has in the definition of the research proposal. An “A” will be given for a student who hands in a proposal that includes all the topics seen in class. It should have a clear research question; a well-developed theoretical framework for the research question and a complete proposal with all its components. The student should also hand in a pre-research proposal with the components required. The student should also hand in the IRB form taking into account the ethical principles of research with human subjects.

4. Participation.

Assessment

1. Presentations of visits ____________________________________________ 20%
2. General exercises and entrances to field journal ________________ 30%
3. Exercises related to research proposal ________________________ 40%
4. Participation _____________________________________________10%
Grading Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage Range</th>
<th>Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94-100%</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90-93%</td>
<td>A-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87-89%</td>
<td>B+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84-86%</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-83%</td>
<td>B-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77-79%</td>
<td>C+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74-76%</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-73%</td>
<td>C-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67-69%</td>
<td>D+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64-66%</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>below 64%</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expectations and Policies

- **Show up prepared.** Be on time, have your readings completed and points in mind for discussion or clarification. Complying with these elements raises the level of class discussion for everyone.

- **Have assignments completed on schedule, printed, and done accordingly to the specified requirements.** This will help ensure that your assignments are returned in a timely manner.

- **Ask questions in class. Engage the lecturer.** These are often very busy professionals who are doing us an honor by coming to speak.

- **Comply with academic integrity policies** (no plagiarism or cheating, nothing unethical).

- **Respect differences of opinion** (classmates’, lecturers, local constituents engaged with on the visits). You are not expected to agree with everything you hear, but you are expected to listen across difference and consider other perspectives with respect.

Research: If the research has been funded by a U.S. government agency, or if the student plans to take this research back to the home school or community for further dissemination, then the student may be required to follow standards from their home institutions in addition to the Local Review Board and those of the Office for Human Research Protections, with which SIT is registered. For applications that require a full review, the academic director will forward any questions or concerns that cannot be resolved at the program level (through the Local Review Board) to SIT’s Institutional Review Board.

Please refer to the SIT Study Abroad Student Handbook for policies on academic integrity, ethics, warning and probation, diversity and disability, sexual harassment, and the academic appeals process.

Disability Services: Students with disabilities are encouraged to contact Disability Services at disabilityservices@sit.edu for information and support in facilitating an accessible educational experience. Additional information regarding SIT Disability Services, including a link to the online request form, can be found on the Disability Services website at http://studyabroad.sit.edu/disabilityservices.